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1. Introduction. In a previous paper,υ we have defined for some odd
dimensional manifolds two kinds of structures which we have called (φ, ξ, η)
structure and (φ, ξ, η, ̂ -structure. The latter is a (φ, ζ, ^-structure with a positive
definite Riemannian metric g which stands in a notable relation with the (φ, ξ, η)
structure. These structures are remarkable in the sense that any differentiable
manifold with (φ, ξ, ^-structure is an almost contact manifold and any almost
contact manifold admits (φ, ξ, η, ^-structure.

In this paper, we shall study two kinds of structures for differentiable mani-
folds of any dimension, the first one ((φ, "ψ1)-structure) may be regarded as gene-
ralizations of almost complex structure, almost product structure and (φ, ξ, η)
structure, and the second one ((φ, ψ, </)-structure) may be regarded as generali-
zasions of almost Hermitian structure, almost product metric structure and (φ, ζ,
η, ^-structure. We shall confine ourselves only to algebraic considerations, analytic
considerations will be published in later papers.

2. (φ, ^-structures.

1°. Let Mn be a differentiable manifold of dimension n. Suppose first that
there exist over Mn two tensor fields φ] and Vό 2 > of type (1, 1) which satisfy the
following conditions:

(2-1) rank |φ}| =/,

(2.2) rank W\ = m,

(2. 3) ΦM = 0,

(2-4)

1) S.Sasaki, On di f ferent iable manifolds with certain structures which are closely related
to almost contact structure I, Tόhoku Math. Journ. 12(1960) pp. 459-476.

2) We assume, unless otherwise stated, that the indices run the fol lowing range of inte-
gers :

ί,Λ^,o,/8,7 = l,2, ...... ,w( = / + w),
a,b,c=l,2, ...... ,/,
p,qίr=l + \, ...... ,n
Λ = l,2, ...... ,/', Λ* = /'+A,
E,F=l, ...... 9ll9 H, *=/! + !, ...... ,/( = *!+*,)

M,N=l + l, ...... ,1
S,T=l+m1+l9 ...... ,n.


